
High-quality and reliable audio communication between the station and the field 
plays a key role in professional live event productions. LiveU’s Audio Connect 
solutions enable news anchors/producers in the station to communicate easily 
with camera operators/talents in the field. 

LiveU IFB: 
One-way return voice 
communication from the 
station to the field 

LiveU Audio Connect: 
Built on a new cloud-based infrastructure, facilitating 
diverse and simple two-way communication between the 
station and the teams on site

LIVEU OFFERS TWO TYPES OF AUDIO COMMUNICATION SOLUTIONS: 

AUDIO CONNECT 

LiveU Audio Connect supports low delay and resilient audio communication. The solution 
leverages a smart algorithm that guarantees highest audio resiliency in every session 
regardless of network fluctuations. 

An essential addition to your production toolbox, LiveU Audio Connect is easy to implement 
with a quick one-time setup. Simply route your audio signals in the station to one of your 
existing LiveU servers using an audio interface unit (the same unit used today for LiveU IFB) 
and start communicating with any of your field teams using the LiveU field units.

A SUITE OF ADVANCED CLOUD-BASED AUDIO SOLUTIONS
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LiveU IFB & Audio Connect include the following solutions: 

COMMUNICATION 
TYPE 

DESCRIPTION PRICING & 
OFFERING 

LIVEU IFB One-direction Return audio communication 
from the station to the field

Included free of 
charge in all LiveU 
units

LIVEU
INTERCOM

One-to-one
Bi-directional

Bi-directional audio 
communication between the 
station and the field Optional add-on – 

based on number 
of physical audio 
interfaces in the 
station that are 
allocated to Audio 
Connect  

Supported on the 
LU300, LU600, 
LU610 or LU800 
field units 

LIVEU 
PRODUCER 
IFB*

One-to-many
One-direction 

One-way audio from the station 
to any number of field units, 
enabling real-time directions 
from the producer in the 
station to multiple camera 
operators

LIVEU
PARTY-LINE*

Many-to-many
Bi-directional

Bi-directional audio conference 
call between any number of 
audio group members

* Available at the end of 2020 / beginning of 2021

Audio communication can be made with any LU300, LU600, LU610 or LU800 field unit regardless 
of their transmission destination: physical server, cloud server or the LiveU Matrix IP content 
management and distribution platform. When used with the LU800, Audio Connect supports two 
separate audio channels, which can be used by the camera operator and the talent.

The LiveU Audio Connect can be managed flexibly from the LiveU Central unified management 
platform. 
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